
Fig.1 All at One Point RJDJ title screen

 All at One Point: the Toronto-Montreal Interactive Soundwalk Map is an acoustic map of 

a walk that was carried out by Magdalena Olszanowski and Jason Chatzilias simultaneously on 

23 Feb 2012. It takes inspiration from Italo Calvino’s short story “All at One Point” from 

Cosmicomics, and the Little and Big Dipper’s, including the importance of the alignment of the 

stars for navigation. 

 The purpose is to sonically map out the walks that each of us do most often in our 

respective cities. The route to Atwater Market from my home is one I take a few times a week. 

Mapping out the route I realized that it looks like the Little Dipper, and realized that the 

starting point is the North Star (Polaris). In my excitement, I realized that the route Jason takes 

most often (from his house to the ravine and back) is also in the shape of the Little Dipper but 

inverse - the Big Dipper! As such, the North Star in both our star formations connects as our 

point of departure. This makes sense, because I already knew that our habitual routes had a 

similar form (hence, choosing this as a focus of the sound/audio walk). Since the North Star is 
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the oldest navigational tool, it is fitting that our first point for the walk is the North Star, since it 

is our places of residence that are the markers of navigation in our daily lives. Our daily lives 

center around how to get to a place from our homes and how to return to our homes. The first 

maps created were also all centered around the North Star, but were also centered around the 

cartographers location (most likely, where they reside). 

 For the project, I marked seven spots to indicate the seven brightest stars that make the 

Little Dipper and the Big Dipper into the shape that they both are. We stood still recording the 

“star” for 30 seconds - 1 minute.  We also recorded the walk between the points in case more 

sound was needed for the application. Following McCartney’s emphasis on post-walk reflections 

and importance of post-walk discussions, we agreed to write down our reflections on the walk 

immediately after coming home.They are included at the bottom of this document. The finished 

product will be an interactive sonic map that will be listened to on the iPhone through the RJDJ 

application. The user will be able to interact with the routes and re-create them in varying ways 

depending how they DJ each route.

BRIEF PROJECT DESCRIPTION

 The audio preparation was done in Soundforge. Each audio file was edited in Soundforge 

and agreed upon points were truncated and turned into loops to be used in Pure Data. This 

proof of concept can be realized in many different software programs. We chose PureData 

because it is free and open source and its patches are easily implemented into many platforms 

(Mac, Linux, Windows, etc.). !Specifically, it is possible to transform the application into a usable 

scene in RJDJ, a free iPhone software program that is much more in the spirit of ambulation 

than a design for a computer. 

 The Pure Data patch was created by Jason Chatzilias and collaboratively worked on 

between the two of us. The audio engine was created by making two synchronized looping 

tables for each point (two tables are needed to have stereo pairs in Pure Data). Additionally, two 

mixer devices were created (one for each walk) to allow for a smooth fade between all seven 
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points using a single fader. A crossfader permits the user to DJ-style volume fade between 

Magda and Jason’s respective walks. A spectral option allows for an FFT spectral interpolation 

to be controlled via the crossfader as an experiment. Aesthetically, radio buttons allow for 

direct unambiguous access to the points.

Fig. 2 The Pure Data Patch for All at One Point

POTENTIALS FOR FUTURE VERSIONS

• Use image externals (GEM) to have points of the map "light up" as they correspond with the 

fader/radio buttons.

• Include photographs of the locations to show up during the respective points being accessed.

• Maps reacting dynamically with the crossfader movements (i.e. grow/shrink, change color, 

etc.)

• Spectral analysis to show spectral information as it's modified by the crossfader.

POST WALK NOTES

23 Feb 2012 13:35 • Magda Olszanowski Post-Walk Notes

• The sky was clear, not too windy at first but towards the end of the walk it started lightly 

snowing and the wind picked up since I was walking north west
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• Roland R-09R Recorder (recording), Sennheiser HD-201 headphones (monitoring), iPhone 4 

(GPS/communication), iPhone 4s (photos), printed Google map (directions)

• The route is my typical route when I want to walk around the neighbourhood and get 

groceries - it starts at my house and ends at Atwater Market and back - this time it felt much 

faster even though I was walking slower and pausing

• Trying to walk in the shape we outlined I found a shortcut to the park path that I usually take 

to get to the market

• Having the headphones on made me hear a continuos hum of the street, what I would usually 

take as silence (comparatively!to downtown) is not at all

• Because of the heightened sense of hearing I was able to hear cars as if they were coming 

right for me, and hearing footsteps before I was able to see anyone

• At the moment where I could hear birds, cars would just obfuscate their song - I wanted to 

hear more “nature” but any time it was quiet I could hear myself walking or shuffling, 

disturbing

• Listening to the conversations at the market was really exciting, because I couldn’t make 

anything out but yet there were many voices - sounded like a film soundtrack - I wanted to get 

closer and record people’s conversations but holding out the recorder in the air with the big 

headphones was conspicuous

• I really liked walking as I recorded and hearing sounds come in and out of range

• It really presents the subjectivity in perception, as I was walking in the same spaces yet 

hearing so many more layers of sound

• I liked the idea of SMSing each other of our location, “walking to 4” “at 4” “almost died here”

23 Feb 2012 13:40 * Jason Chatzilias Post-Walk Notes

• weather was good..a bit windy..sometimes sunny..mostly grey..but not unpleasant especially 

given that it's february 23rd.

• equipment used.! Olympus LS-10(recording), Beyerdynamic DT-250 headphones(monitoring), 

HTC G1(gps/communication),
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• my route is really fun due to the Charles Sauriol conservation reserve in the my backyard.

• however...the don river being attached to the don valley parkway means traffic helicopters 

overhead.so it's difficult to escape the sounds of human "progress" (i think it's said that there 

is very little space in the world to actually escape that).

• is it really nature if i'm there impeding it.! i saw a squirrel on a tree branch..it hink it knew 

what was up.

• I felt like i had enhanced hearing due to the sensitivity of the condenser mic and the enclosure 

of the headphones being really focusing on listening to the "ambience".! I felt like i could hear 

things crawling in trees that i wouldn't be able to notice before.

• the flow of the don river..and the flow of the cars at eglinton. felt a kinship.

• with 25mg insulfulated i reached a ++++ within 45 minutes.! Rosey colours....sensual acoustic 

distortions (kidding!)

• when sampling the cars i thought about legal/ethical implications of capture the audio 

generated by an individual.! release forms for sound walks?

• i thought we were pretty insync..which is great.
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